
 

Edius Aurora Craft

the aurora workflow will feature both sdi and ip as inputs, as well as outputs to hd, sd, and ip. you can use the tools within the workflow to
manipulate all of the media. the workflow will support many different file-based formats, including sxs, xdcam, avchd, mpeg-2, mpeg-4, and

dv. and the system will be able to handle any size video source, including raw video. in fact, the user can choose to handle incoming and
outgoing content in either file-based or the native format of the source media. the aurora suite includes a number of powerful tools for

ingesting, editing, scheduling, archiving, playback, and network facilities. it is a powerful editing and production environment that includes
tools for content creation, ingest, editing, scheduling, archiving, playback, and network facilities. the aurora workflow allows for multiple

sources, mixers, editors, and finishing tools to be connected to multiple outputs. aurora is easy to learn, yet powerful, and provides
everything from high definition to 4k digital. aurora is the ideal environment for multiscreen content production. do you want to work fast?

edius pro 7 gives you the power to work faster by enabling multiple threads per processor core. or, if you have a multicore processor, you can
enable all of them. this can result in substantial performance gains. you can also enable parallel processing of entire sequences, thus allowing

edius pro 7 to allocate all available resources to the current task at hand. parallel processing is independent from each other, meaning that
you can have simultaneous editing and sound creation on multiple sequences, while still having a cpu usage of 50%.
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Edius Aurora Craft

virtual 3d: edius pro 7
features both the edius 3d
and the aurora 3d module,

which enables you to
create and process virtual
3d effects and composites
in real-time. this can take

place on standard 2d
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footage, or on a third
dimensional viewport. it

also features a new
interface, which makes it
easy to create virtual 3d
filters. virtual sets: with

edius aurora sets, you can
make a virtual set that

you can then apply virtual
effects to. you can do this
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with 2d or 3d footage.
edius aurora sets can be

stored in the user
interface, allowing you to
create and develop a new
effect for every shot you
edit, and then assign it to
a virtual set. color: 4k is
no problem! edius pro 7
features both the aurora
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composite and the aurora
color module, making it
possible to work with 4k
imagery while creating

fully colored virtual
effects. the aurora

composite features a new
user interface for color

correction, which makes it
easy to create and edit a
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new color plate for every
image you need to work

with. the aurora color
module makes it possible

to create a new color
plate from the background
and any elements in the
scene, even if the image
has to be composited.

motion graphics: the edius
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motion graphics module
features an intuitive

interface and powerful
new features such as the

ability to easily create and
design brand new motion
graphics and titles with
one click. edius motion

graphics makes it easy to
create impressive motion
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graphics by enabling you
to work with 2d and 3d
images and sequences,
along with live text, live
titles, and virtual effects.
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